Modern, user-friendly
business solutions for the
agriculture industry
Built on Microsoft Dynamics 365, a premier, modern, user-friendly
platform, Stoneridge Software ag solution is an end-to-end
accounting, operations, and customer relationship management
solution tailored for agriculture needs.

Why customers use
Stoneridge Software
for Ag Retailers

Stoneridge Software Agriculture Co-ops & Retailers

•

A modern connected way to
run an ag business

•

Able to track many data
points within one solution

•

Information accessible
whenever, wherever, by
multiple users and relevant
roles across many locations

•

Industry specific functionality
such as the ability to manage
split ownership, credit and
payments, equity tracking &
revolvement & patronage
reporting

Stoneridge Software has the only modern solution to integrate core functionality
for ag retailers into one system, including: agronomy, grain/commodity,
accounting & retail, feed, commodity processing, scale, equity & patronage

Agronomy

Grain

Equity & Patronage

•

Field Mapping & Planning

•

Grain Contracts

•

Stock allocations

•

Field Contracts

•

Hedging

•

Equity Tracking

•

Field Scouting & Sampling

•

Scale Tickets

•

Equity Revolvement

•

Work Orders

•

Grain Reporting

•

Patronage Reporting

•

Dispatching & Blending

•

Settlement & Invoicing

Access to vital historical
information, application and
chemical certifications, and
licensing and DOT tracking

Both growers and retailers gain
visibility into the entire lifecycle
of commodities

The only ag solution on the
market with equity & patronage
integrated into the core system

With a recent merger we were faced with consolidating operations and we knew we couldn’t move forward with either 20
year-old legacy ERP system currently in use. We badly needed to bring automation to operational processes. Our
organization had a commitment to adopt a modern, flexible system, and we found that with Microsoft Dynamics and
Stoneridge Software’s Levridge solution for ag. - Dan Rosenbaum, Chief Information Officer, Agtegra
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